
LEAFLET 352
BS 3997-1 966
CLASSIFICATION
No. '1 2.34

12 in. x 4 in.

PIaner and
Moulder
Type ZKIT

Model ZK|T 36 D.6957

For planing, moulding and matching in e¡ther hardwoods or

softwoods. Particularly suitable for produc¡ng top quality

mouldings and flooring, etc., at high feed speeds. The machine is

modern in design and concept, completely self-contained, heavily

built, and has ball and roller bearings throughout.
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12 in. x4 in.

Planer and Mouldet
Type ZKIT

The main frame
¡s substantially constructed from heavìly
ribbed castings with massive cross-tìes.

Electrical control gear is housed in dust-
proof compartments accessìble from the
front of the machine.

Reinforced bosses on the side of the main
frame give adequate support to the horizontal
head motor swing shafts.

Feed gear

consists of four. high duty, cast-iron rollers,
14 in. (360mm) diameter driven through
enclosed helical gearing and roller chain
from a nine-speed gearbox.

Feed roller shafts are mounted on self-
aligning, double-row roller bearings. The
first top and bottom rollers are fluted and the
other two smooth. The top rollers are spring

loaded from each of the four housings and
have vertical adjustment through a large
diameter handwheel at the front of the
machine.
A pneumatic trip/kick mechanism can be
fitted if required. Should an oversize or
damaged board be accidentally fed in. this
would contact one of several trip switches
strategically placed throughout the machine
and actuate the trip mechanism to release the
feed roller pressure immediately. This
ìnstantly stops the machine and so prevents
possible damage. lf a board sticks. the
operator can free it by using the kicker
feature which is actuated by push-button at
the infeed.
The depth of cut of the bottom cutterhead
can be varied by simultaneously adjusting
the two bottom feed rollers and the infeed
platen. The bottom rollers also have

Model ZKIT 36, rear view D.69 5B
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independent vertical adjustment. The
adjusting shafts are conveniently grouped at
the front of the machine and all adjustments
can be carried out whilst the machine is
operating.
An easily detachable light-weight cover
guards the top feed roller assembly, and an
adjustable timber guard prevents over-size
timbers from entering the feed works.
Sealed-for-life ball-bearing-roller adjust-
able side pressures are provided before the
feed rollers and after the bottom cutterblock.
Mechanical lubrication of the helical gears
and roller chain is provided by drip feeds
from a central distributor via individual oil
pipes. The system is re-circulatory, the oil
being filtered and fed to the d¡stributor by a

gear-driven pump mounted on the gearbox.

The complete unit is sealed to keep out
foreign matter. The ball bearing gearbox.
with spline shafts and hardened steel gears,
is a separate detachable unit bolted to the
rear of the main frame. The gearbox gears
run in an oil bath.
The machine is provided w¡th nine rates
of feed from 16 to 250 feet (4m85-76m20)
standard (opticnal ranges 20-307 ft..6-93m.
or 23-350 ft., 7-107m) per minute, with
selection by gear ievers conveniently placed
at the infeed. Start, stop and inch feed is
effected by a mechanical clutch controlled
by a hand lever at the machine infeed. A
second handlever close to the sideheads is
for stopping or inching the feed.

Fences and bedplates
Fences are of substantial section and are
fully adjustable w¡th suitably-placed thrust
screws for micrometer setting. The infeed
fence is fitted with ball bearings to reduce
frict¡on to a minimum. All bedplates are of
wear-res¡stant alloy giving extremely long
life. They are quickly and easily removable.

Cutterspindles
are mounted on heavy duty ball bearings
enclosed in dust-proof housings. Horizontal
spindles are 2f in. (54mm) diameter.
vertical 1S in. (41 .3mm) standard diameter,
where the cutterblocks fit. The diameter of
the vertical spindles can be increased up to
'1 $ in. (47.6mm) diameter on request.
Each horizontal spindle is f itted with a

removable front bearing to allow for quick
cutterblock changes, studs being provided
for parking and protect¡ng the bearings
whilst removed. A large diameter hand
wheel arranged concentric with each spindle
sleeve allows fine horizontal adjustment
even whilst the head is cutting. The range
of adjustment is ] in. ('1 3mm), and indication
of position relative to normal is provided.
All horizontal cutter sp¡ndles, with their
sleeves, are identical.
Each side cutter spindle has a fine vertical
adjustment of { in- (1 3mm) by screw which.
like the Iocking device. is readily accessible
and easy to manipulate.

Equipment
Standard cutterblocks are of the square
pattern, lipped and slotted on all four sides

for f in. (1 5.9mm) diameter, square headed
bolts. and $ in. (9.5mm) thick cutters. A set
of cutterbolts is included, cutters are extra
as required. Clearances of cutter projection
over the normal 7 in. (1 TBmm) diameter are -
top head 2{ in. (63mm) side 1} in. (38mm)
bottom 1 in. (25mm) beading 1] in. (38mm).
When high rates of feed are used we
recommend the use of circular blocks to
carry four, six or eight high-speed steel
knives which. in con¡unct¡on with jointing
devices. will produce well-finished planing
at fast feed speeds. The knives in the circular
blocks are held by wedges and have ejector
springs for easy sett¡ng by means of a setting
gauge. The normal cutt¡ng angle is 30'. 20'
cutting angle can be provided when planing
interlocked-grain hardwoods, but in this
case no ejector springs are fitted.

Jointing devices (extra)
A straight jointing device is available for the
first bottom cutterhead. Straight and stab
profile jointing devices are available for the
sideheads and the top and beading heads.
The devices for the first bottom and both
top heads are of the built-in type.

Driving arrangements
Each cutter spindle is arranged with a short
centre, constant-tension drive from a

separate counter-balanced motor. All motors
are of the standard. totally enclosed, fan-
cooled S.C.R. type and are carried from the
main frame of the machine, no separate
fixing is necessary- Belts and quickly
detachable guards are included. The cutter
spindles run at 4.500 r.p.m.

The bottom cutterhead
is carried in a strong hopper frame supported
on slides provided with micro-setting rise
and fall and levelling adjustments. A
quick-acting locking device is provided. and
the complete unit can be drawn forward to
facilitate cutterblock removal and cutter
setting, also jointing device checking. The
two ball-bearing top pressures are of the
anchored, spring loaded double roller type,
and permit ample variation in the thickness
of tìmber. A flat slipper to hold a wood pad
can be provided and can be quickly fitted
to the pressure un¡t.

The top cutterhead
Giving a rigid and vibration-free support to
the spindle housings, chipbreaker and top
pressures. is a single casting of rectangular
form solidly tied both above and below the
bed line" The complete unit is mounted in
square vertical slides securely held by
quick-acting locking levers at each side.
The cutterhead is raised and lowered by
screw, operated by a crank handle at the
front of the machine. Height setting is
indicated by a built-in scale-
The chipbreaker is spring-loaded and
carries sectional, hard-metal tipped shoes.
Removable weights provide variable loading.
The assembly is fully adjustable and, having
radial movement, can be set in a variety of
positions close to the cutting circle to give
an effective chipbreaking action. Spring-
loaded slipper pressures to carry wood pads
are provided after the cutterhead.

The sideheads
are staggered 1fi in. (44mm), the right hand
one cutting f¡rst. They are carried on a
massive frame, the saddles having horizontal
slides spread over a wide surface. Adjust-
ments and quick-acting locking devices are
grouped at the front of the machine - with
extended controls at the rear for the fence
side head. Width setting is indicated by a
built-in scale. and provision is made to cater
for different cutterblock diameters and fence
settings.
The left hand vertical head carries a fully
adjustable radial chipbreaker with a renew-
able shoe tipped with High Speed Steel.
A quick release device allows complete
accessibility to the cutterblock. lmmediately
following the head, and moving w¡th it, is
a wood pad side guide which has indepen-
dent screw adjustment for fine setting.
Spring-loaded top roller pressures are
provided between the heads. Wooden
fingers are supplied to interchange with the
rollers. A double roller pressure unit is an
extra and optional feature.

Second top cutterhead
when supplied, has similar features to the
first. lt will be found very useful when
working heavy or complicated moulding, as
the work can be divided between the two
heads with the first head doing the roughing.
ln the ordinary run of work the first top
cutterhead is used solely for thicknessing
and the second for moulding.

Fixed planing knífe section
Th¡s ¡s su¡table for planing timber up to 1 2 in.
(305mm) wide. and is placed after the first
bottom cutterhead on models 44.45.75 and
76. Two separate knife boxes are provided.

Roller pressures are brought into the opera-
tive position, or raised, by independent hand
levers. thus allowing the knife not in use
to be removed for sharpening whilst the
machine is operative.
Roller pressures are of the sectional,
double-anchored type w¡th the roller sec-
tions off-set to suit the shear angle of the
knives. A shavings chopper ¡s bu¡lt-in to
cut up the long shavings to facilitate
exhausting.

Second bottom or beading cutterhead
is f¡tted to the outfeed of models 1 5, 36.
45, 55 and 76 and can be added later to
models 1 4, 35. 44, 54 and 75. The cutter
spindle is carried in a strong hopper frame
and has vertical adjustment by screw,
operâted by a crank handle at the front of
the machine.
The cutterblock gap is variable. The back
tâble has independent vertiòal setting and is
counter-sprung to allow it to be easily
swung down to gain access to the cutter-
block. The top pressures are spring loaded
with pads. Adjustable side guides are f¡tted
before and after the head.

The spindle will carry a cutterblock, profile
head or splittingsaw(s).
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12 x

Planer and
Moulder
Type ZKIT

ni4n
Electr¡c controls
The control gear comprises: air bre,

automatic star delta starters each fitted w
no-voltage and overload protection a

three H. R.C. fuses, together with cont
circuit fuses. mains isolator, push butt
panel and feed direction sw¡tch. T

equipment is built into the machine frar

and is completely wired. requiring only 1

mains supply to be connected to 1

machine isolator.
The control circuit is so arranged that,
the event of a feed motor stopping due
overload. the feed motor and the motor
each head preceding the one affect
automatically stoP.

The machine is suitable for a supply of a

fixed voltage between 380 and 440 Vc
on 3 phase 50 cycles.

Pneumatic exhaust
All heads are supplied with hoods
coupling to an exhaust system. The hoc
for the sideheads also act as cutterblc
guards.

Maximum size of timber 12 x 4 in. (5 in. or 6 in. to special order) 305 x 102mm (1 25 or 1 55mm to special order)

It/lodel number zK/f 14 ZK/r 15 ZKlr 35 ZK/r 36 ZKlr 44 ZKII 45 ZKIT 54 ZK/T 55 ZKIT 75 ZK|T',

No. of rotary cutterheads 4 5

bottom.
top,

two side.
top

bottom,
top, two
side, top,
beading

4

bottom,
fixed

kn ives.
two side,

top

bottom.
fixed

knives.
two

side, top,
beadi ng

4

bottom.
top.

two side

6 ft. 6 in.

12 ft. 6 in

5

bottom.
top,

two side
beadi ng

1m9B

3m81

bottom,
f ixed

kn ives.
top, two
side, top

bottor-
f ixed

kn ivel
top, t\
side, tt
beadi r

5 6 5 5 6

bottom, bottom,
Sequence of cutterheads two side, two side'

top top.
beadi ng

Space occupied. width

length

6 ft. 6 in.

1 1 fr.9 in.

1m9B

3m58

6 ft. 6 in.

14ft.0in

1m98

4m2]

6 ft. 6 in.

13ft.9in

1m9B

4mi 9

6 fr. 6 in.

16ft.0in.

'1 m9[

4mBt

Code word ZKOFO ZKOFI ZKTFI ZKTSX ZKXFO ZKXFI ZKFFO ZKFTI ZKSFI ZKSS

lllustrations are not binding as to detail, but may be taken as conveying a generally correct representation of our machines.

Measurements, etc.. are stated as correctly as possible but are not guaranteed.

Telephone: Rochdale 47811 (10 lines) Telegrams: Robinson, Rochdale

LONDON OFFICE: Africa House, Kingsway, W.C'z. Telephone:01-405 0253/4

I ^-¡l^¡ Àl^ 2Ét Printed in Ensland 24m10(
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